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Abstract—Interactive cloud computing and cloud-based applications are a rapidly growing sector of the expanding digital
economy because they provide access to advanced computing
and storage services via simple, compact personal devices. Recent
studies have suggested that processing a task in the cloud is more
energy-efficient than processing the same task locally. However,
these studies have generally ignored the power consumption of
the network and end-user devices when accessing the cloud. In
this paper, we develop a power consumption model for interactive cloud applications that includes the power consumption
of end-user devices and the influence of the applications on the
power consumption of the various network elements along the
path between the user and the cloud data centre. As examples, we
apply our model to Google Drive and Microsoft Skydrive’s word
processing, presentation and spreadsheet interactive applications.
We demonstrate via extensive packet-level traffic measurements
that the volume of traffic generated by a session of the application
vastly exceeds the amount of data keyed in by the user. This has
important implications on the overall power consumption of the
service. We show that using the cloud to perform certain tasks
consumes more power (by a watt to 10 watts depending on the
scenario) than performing the same tasks locally on a low-power
consuming computer and a tablet.
Index Terms—Interactive cloud-based applications, local processing, energy consumption.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

LOUD computing and web-based cloud offerings are
hailed as the new wave transforming the IT industry. Enterprise customers and home users are increasingly being offered
the opportunity to move from running applications on standalone computers to using cloud-based services. As a result, these
applications are expected to grow dramatically in the future as
more businesses and consumers choose to access applications,
documents and content remotely over the Internet [1]–[3].
There are three broad flavours to cloud computing—
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS)
and Software as a Service (SaaS) [4]. This paper focuses on
SaaS because a large number of cloud service providers, such
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as Google, Microsoft and Amazon, promote SaaS products
which have the same look-and-feel as desktop applications, to
encourage users to make a transition to the cloud.
Cloud services offer numerous benefits in terms of cost, scalability, performance and maintenance. Several recent studies
[5]–[7] have suggested that cloud offerings are “green” in the
sense that they save energy relative to traditional desktop computing. The rationale for this is that data centres are generally
optimised for energy efficiency, and migration of applications to
the cloud permits replacing high-power desktop computers by
low-power consuming computers such as netbooks and tablets.
Further, the compute and storage resources in data centres are
often shared by many users, in contrast to a single user running
a dedicated desktop computer.
While intuitively reasonable, the above argument ignores
two key factors: (1) energy required to transport data between
the user and the cloud, and (2) power consumed by the enduser device when accessing the cloud. Although prior work
advocates computation offloading [8]–[10], namely techniques
to reduce the power consumption of end-user devices (e.g.,
tablets) when accessing the cloud, it largely ignores the energy
consumed for transporting data from the end-user device to the
cloud and back. Using a network-based model we have shown
that as the data rate between the user and the cloud data centre
increases, the transport energy becomes a dominant fraction of
the total energy consumption of cloud computing, thus reducing
the latter’s energy efficiency [11].
Numerous interactive cloud-based applications have become
available in recent years. Moreover, with the widespread deployment of high-bandwidth 3G/4G wireless networks, the
number of mobile cloud users is expected to grow significantly
[2], [3]. The large-scale migration to cloud computing makes
it important to quantify the traffic and power consumption
implications of using interactive cloud-based applications.
The work in this paper extends our earlier work in [11] by
constructing a measurement based power consumption model
for interactive cloud-based applications. This model includes
all components of the interactive cloud service and the measurements expose the fact that the volume of traffic generated
during an online session of the application can be as much as
a 1000-times larger than the amount of data keyed in by the
user. The model is then used to compare the power consumption
of three scenarios: (i) Creating, editing and saving documents,
presentations and spreadsheets in the cloud, (ii) Creating and
editing the applications locally, and then saving the files in the
cloud, and (iii) Performing the tasks locally (i.e., the cloud is
absent). All the tasks are performed on the same low-power
consuming end-user devices.
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Fig. 1.
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Topology of the network between a end-user and the cloud data centre.

An important finding of this work is that although migration
to the cloud offers significant benefits, performing tasks in the
cloud may not always be the most energy efficient way to undertake those tasks. The relative merits of using a cloud service,
from the perspective of power consumption, depends on factors
such as the power consumption of the end-user device, access
network technology used, computational complexity of the task
to be performed, volume of traffic exchanged between the user
and the cloud, and factors such as the number of users sharing
a compute resource in the cloud.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II,
we develop a model for quantifying the power consumption per
user incurred when using interactive cloud-based applications.
In Section III, we report measurements of traffic, in particular
the overhead multiplier. We present estimates of power consumption for various network elements in Section IV, and use
this to estimate the power consumption per user in Section V.
We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. P OWER C ONSUMPTION M ODEL
We consider a user accessing the cloud via the network
topology shown in Fig. 1. The access network includes ADSL
Ethernet, WiFi, or in the case of wireless, a 3G/4G (LTE)
connection. The metro Ethernet switch aggregates traffic from
several users, broadband network gateways (BNGs) regulate
access and usage, and edge routers represent the gateway to
the global Internet, which consists of many large core routers.
Similar architectures have been used in previous studies (e.g.,
[11], [12]). The data centre network comprises an edge router
connecting the data centre to the Internet, aggregation switches
and application servers.
The power consumption per user, PI , of using an interactive
cloud-based application is a function of the bit-rate of the application, and the energy per bit incurred by the various network
elements shown in Fig. 1, required to deliver the service to the
user. This power can be expressed as follows:
PI = Pu + Ea B + (Nc Ec + Ne Ee + Ebng + Esw )B + Ed B + Pd (1)
where Pu is the power consumed by the end-user device to
access the interactive cloud application, B is the bit-rate of the
application, Nc (Ne ) are the number of core (edge) routers along
the path between the user and the application server in the data
centre, Ec , Ee , Ebng , Esw , and Ed denote respectively the energy
per bit of the core router, edge router, BNG, Ethernet and data
centre switches, Ea is the energy per bit of the access network,
and Pd is the power consumption per user of the server in the
data centre. The power consumption of a server is a function of
its CPU utilisation, which is related to the number of processes

Fig. 2. Power consumption trend of routers and switches.

running on it. This in turn relates to the number of users
assigned to that server. We have thus used power per user to
model the server power consumption. For network equipment,
power consumption is a function of the load [13], i.e., bits per
second flowing through it, and is modelled using energy per bit,
as described next.
A. Energy Per Bit Modelling
Fig. 2 shows the power consumption of routers and switches
in the network (such as in Fig. 1) as a function of the load
on the element. This dependence can accurately be modelled
using a linear trend [13] as shown by the solid line in Fig. 2.
The parameters p0 and pt denote a router or switch’s idle and
maximum power consumption, while ct denotes the maximum
capacity, measured in bits per second. Let ρ denote the average
utilisation. Then the energy per bit of that network element, m,
is given by (p0 (1 − ρ) + ρpt )/ρct , which is the slope of the
dashed line shown in Fig. 2. We estimate this slope for all the
routers and switches in Fig. 1 assuming a realistic ρ = 30%
[14], and then apply (1) to estimate the power consumption due
to the traffic generated when accessing the cloud application.
B. Power Consumption Measurement
The power consumption of end-user devices when interacting with the cloud (e.g., Google Drive and Microsoft Skydrive)
is measured directly using a power meter. In the measurements,
we noted that the power consumption of a desktop PC or
a high-end laptop was virtually unchanged when interacting
with these cloud applications. In order to accurately isolate
the power consumption of a end-user device, we used a MSI
Wind U100 netbook computer [15] running Windows XP on
a 1.6 GHz Intel Atom processor with 2 GB memory. This
netbook computer is representative of cloud-ready low-power
consuming user devices such as Google Chromebook, which
consumes 11 W when awake [16] (similar to the netbook). We
also performed measurements using a Samsung tablet [17]. A
PowerMate power meter [18] (resolution of 10 mW) was used
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Fig. 3. Measurement setup to capture the volume of traffic generated when accessing cloud-based applications.

Fig. 4. Volume of traffic generated vs the size of the document for (a) Google Drive and (b) Microsoft Skydrive word processing applications.

to record the power consumption of the netbook computer with
the battery pack removed at intervals of 1 sec during each
session. This enabled us to accurately determine the netbook
computer’s average power consumption. A custom-built power
meter was used to record the power consumption of the tablet.
III. M EASURING C LOUD A PPLICATION T RAFFIC
We used the setup shown in Fig. 3 to measure the volume
of traffic generated by a session of a cloud application. A
packet sniffer software utility (Wireshark [19]), running on the
netbook computer captures statistics of all packets exchanged
with the cloud server during each session. The file size and the
number of key strokes when using the cloud applications were
also measured. The applications used for the measurements
were office-based applications, owing to their ease of use. The
number of characters typed into each application varied from
50 to 500 in steps of 50 characters (equivalently the number
of bytes entered varied from 50 to 500 in steps of 50 Bytes).
Each session was repeated 10 times to obtain confidence in
the results. We automated the typing process using Robosoft
record-and-playback software [20]. This enabled us to repeat
the experiments consistently across the different applications,
ensuring that the typing speed was the same each time;
≈57 words per minute (speed of a professional typist).
Traffic measurements for two scenarios are considered, corresponding to how the cloud is used.
(i) Composing and editing Word documents, Presentations
and Spreadsheets online in Google Drive and Microsoft

Skydrive using a web browser (Edit online, Save in the
cloud).
(ii) Composing and editing Word documents, Presentations
and Spreadsheets offline (i.e., locally on the netbook computer), then saving the files in the Google Drive folder on
the netbook, and finally synchronizing the folder with the
cloud (Edit offline, Save in the cloud).
A. Online Interactive Word Processing and Presentation
Applications (Edit Online, Save in the Cloud)
Figs. 4 and 5 show the total volume of data traffic (in
Bytes) exchanged between the user and the cloud for the online interactive Word processing and Presentation applications
from Google and Microsoft. The figures also show the traffic
volumes in both the upstream and downstream directions. This
data was generated after postprocessing the Wireshark logs. It
can be observed from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 that the total volume
of data traffic is substantially larger than the amount of data
typed into the application by the user. The overhead multiplier
(in terms of the number of bytes) when using Google for both
applications is more than a 1000-fold while the overhead multiplier when using Microsoft is 280-fold for Word processing,
and 171-fold for Presentation.
B. Online Interactive Spreadsheet Applications (Edit Online,
Save in the Cloud)
The volume of traffic generated by the Spreadsheet application from Google and Microsoft is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b).
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Fig. 5.

Volume of traffic generated vs the size of the presentation for (a) Google Drive and (b) Microsoft Skydrive presentation applications.

Fig. 6.

Volume of traffic generated vs the size of the spreadsheet for (a) Google Drive and (b) Microsoft Skydrive spreadsheet applications.

The former generates an overhead multiplier of 650, which is
smaller than that of the other two applications, while the latter
incurs a substantial overhead; in excess of 9000.

C. Insights Into the Traffic Overhead for Online Interactive
Applications (Edit Online, Save in the Cloud)
The Word processing, Presentation and Spreadsheet applications from Google and Microsoft are essentially client-server
applications, the browser is the client and the server is accessed
via the cloud. Moreover, their look-and-feel, responsiveness
and user experience are very similar to that of local standalone applications. To support these features, a considerable
amount of communication occurs in the background between
the browser and server (a brief overview from Google’s applications appears in [21]). We noted from the Wireshark logs
and while performing the measurements that changes made to
the applications were automatically saved in the cloud server,
thereby ensuring no data loss. Although this provides high
service reliability, it incurs a significant traffic overhead.
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1) Word Processing and Presentation Applications: In the
case of Google’s Word processing and Presentation applications, logs of the traffic between the user and the data centre
show that every key stroke triggers an application synchronisation event between the user and the server. Fig. 7 shows a log
excerpt from Wireshark for the Word processing application
from Google. A single key pressed at the traffic log time
20.63384 sec is sent as a 1314 Byte TCP packet to the server.
This is followed by three (relatively small) packets. The packets
are transported using HTTPS making it difficult to decipher
their content. The traffic logs indicate that the browser could
communicate the key that was typed or deleted (for autosaving), and the position of the cursor in the browser window
to the server as part of every synchronisation event. This
occurs whether the event is an insert or delete operation. The
synchronisation process ends at time 22.8355 sec at which point
the client and server “see” the same document. The next key
press event starts at time 25.64 sec and the process repeats.
The behaviour of Microsoft’s Document and Presentation
applications is similar to that of Google’s. However, these
applications generate less overhead because the latter typically
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Fig. 7. Wireshark trace following a single key being pressed in Google’s interactive cloud-based Word processing application.

synchronises with the cloud following every key stroke (as
described above), while the former synchronises only when the
user pauses or stops typing, as in between words. This results
in a smaller volume of traffic exchanged between the user and
the cloud server, reducing the traffic overhead.
2) Spreadsheet Applications: The Google Spreadsheet synchronises with the cloud only when the cursor (i.e., focus) shifts
from one “cell” in the Spreadsheet to the next. This reduces the
frequency of updates, and explains why the overhead (of 650)
incurred by Spreadsheet is smaller than that of the other two
applications. In the case of Microsoft Skydrive’s Spreadsheet
application however, we note that the overhead is significantly
larger, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Postprocessing the Wireshark
logs revealed that this application generates a large number
of TCP sessions and a vast majority of these TCP sessions
lasts only a few sec. These sessions handle synchronisation of
content with the cloud. For example, it took about 30 sec to
enter 50 characters in the Spreadsheet. During this time, there
were 20 TCP connections, each lasting on average 4.5 sec.
The number of TCP sessions established grew rapidly with the
size of the Spreadsheet. Entering 500 characters took 331 sec
resulting in 174 TCP sessions, each lasting on average 6.3 sec.
We were unable to elicit the content of the sessions because
they were encrypted and transported using HTTPS. The traffic
logs indicate that the large traffic overhead is associated with
establishing/tearing down TCP sessions very frequently and the
volume of data transported to and from the user per session
(tens to hundreds of Kilobytes). This behaviour was not observed with Google Spreadsheet.
The qualitative explanations above are based on observed
traffic measurements. A more precise explanation would require an accurate understanding of the way these applications
are designed, which remains proprietary. It is evident that the
underlying protocols used by the applications to provide a
secure and rich user experience involve frequent and encrypted
communication of data between the browser and cloud server,
giving rise to the large traffic overheads.

D. Word Processing, Presentation and Spreadsheet
Applications (Edit Offline, Save in the Cloud)
The total volume of data traffic exchanged (in Bytes) between
the user and the cloud for editing the Google and Microsoft
Word, Presentation and Spreadsheet applications locally and
then saving them to the cloud is only marginally greater than the
size of the file stored in the hard disk. The observed extra traffic
is only due to the added bytes for secure transmission through
the Internet, and the number of key strokes used to compose the
file does not impact the traffic generated during the upload, i.e.,
the overhead multiplier, as described above, is absent in this
scenario.
IV. P OWER C ONSUMPTION OF VARIOUS C OMPONENTS
In this section we determine values of the various parameters
in (1) needed to estimate the power consumption per user, PI .
A. Bit-Rate Measurements for Interactive Cloud-Based Word
Processing Applications
We used the setup shown in Fig. 3 to compose a 2-page
document on the cloud. This experiment is representative of a
typical instance where a user accesses the cloud to perform a
word processing task. The experiment consisted of typing 649
words (4224 characters), inserting a picture, as well as a table
comprising 4 rows and 3 columns. Each session on Google and
Microsoft lasted on average 12 mins (±1 sec), and 11 mins and
50 sec (±10 sec), providing us sufficient data to quantify the
bit-rate of the applications. We ran a total of 30 sessions for
each application.
As explained previously, we used Wireshark to capture all
packets generated during each session. We noted from the logs
that the bit-rate—i.e., B in (1)—for the online interactive Word
processing application varied between 45 Kbps and 60 Kbps for
Google, and between 10 Kbps and 12 Kbps for Microsoft. The
bit-rates are not a constant because the applications use TCP,
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and the performance of TCP varies depending on factors such
as link congestion, delay and packet loss.
Identical measurements were conducted to determine the bitrate of Word processing with Google Drive when the files are
edited locally (offline) and then saved to the Google cloud. The
bit-rate varied between 1.1 Kbps and 1.5 Kbps.
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF B IT-R ATES FOR G OOGLE AND M ICROSOFT S KDYRIVE ’ S
W ORD P ROCESSING , P RESENTATION AND S PREADSHEET A PPLICATIONS

B. Bit-Rate Measurements for Interactive Cloud-Based
Presentation Applications
Using the automated setup described above, we composed
5 slides each on the two Presentation applications. The experiment consisted of typing 127 words (735 characters), inserting
a picture and a table comprising 4 rows and 4 columns. Each
session on Google and Microsoft lasted 4 mins and 50 sec
(±2 sec), and 4 mins 57 sec (±16 sec), respectively. A total
of 30 sessions for each application was performed. From the
Wireshark logs we noted that the bit-rate B for the Presentation
application varied between 37 Kbps and 40 Kbps for the
Google application, and between 25 Kbps and 30 Kbps for the
Microsoft application.
Again, identical measurements were conducted to determine
the bit-rate of Presentation with Google Drive for the case
when the files are edited locally and then saved to the Google
cloud. The bit-rate varied between 2.5 Kbps and 2.7 Kbps.

TABLE II
AVERAGE P OWER C ONSUMED BY THE N ETBOOK C OMPUTER FOR U SING
G OOGLE AND M ICROSOFT ’ S W ORD P ROCESSING A PPLICATIONS

C. Bit-Rate Measurements for Interactive Cloud-Based
Spreadsheet Applications
We composed a Spreadsheet by entering numbers along
200 rows and 2 columns. The total number of characters (i.e.,
digits) was 700. We then performed basic numerical operations
such as determining the min, max, mean, median and mode
of the numbers. Subsequently, we plotted a (x, y) graph, and
noted that the graph was updated dynamically as we sorted
the numbers in each of the two columns. We repeated this
measurement 30 times for each application. Each session on
Google lasted 7 mins and 34 sec (±2 sec), and each session
on Microsoft lasted 9 mins and 8 sec (±5 sec). The bit-rate B,
obtained after postprocessing the Wireshark logs, of Google
Spreadsheet varied between 25 Kbps and 30 Kbps, while for
Microsoft it varied between 110 Kbps and 150 Kbps.
These measurements were also repeated to quantify the bitrate of Spreadsheet when the files are edited locally and then
saved to the Google Drive cloud. The bit-rate varied between
0.3 Kbps and 0.6 Kbps.
Table I summarises the bit-rates of the different applications
as obtained from our measurements. The substantial differences
in the bit-rate between edit online and edit offline scenarios
is due to the cost of incremental updates of file segments that
occurs with the edit online scenario.
D. Average Power Consumption Pu of the Netbook Computer
The idle power consumed by the netbook computer with all
network interfaces disabled was 10.8 W. We performed experiments at different times during the day (to address the issue
of variability in the situations the user may experience) on the
interactive cloud applications described in the previous section,
and noted that the power consumption of the netbook computer
was not sensitive to the time-of-day variation. Measurements

were performed using three different access technologies available in the netbook, i.e., Ethernet, WiFi and 4G (via a USB
dongle), and the power consumed in each of these cases was
recorded.
1) Pu for Word Processing Applications: Column three in
Table II gives the average power consumed by the netbook, Pu ,
for composing the 2-pages using Google and Microsoft’s Word
processing applications. We can see that 13.6 W is consumed
when accessing the interactive Word processing application
from Google using Ethernet. This increases to 16.1 W when
using 4G high-speed wireless technology. A similar trend is
observed with the Microsoft application.
2) Pu for Presentation Applications: Table III shows the
netbook’s average power consumption to access the cloud when
composing 5-slides in the Presentation applications. We note
that the power consumed by the netbook in this scenario is
similar to that for the Word processing applications described
above.
3) Pu for Spreadsheet Applications: Table IV shows the
power consumption when composing the Spreadsheet. We note
that Pu of Google Spreadsheet is greater than 16 W regardless
of the type of access technology.
4) Energy Per Bit of Routers and Switches: Table V lists the
key network equipment (used in the metro, edge, core and data
centre networks) corresponding to Fig. 1. The data was gathered
from Cisco’s power consumption calculator [22]. Column three
represents the maximum capacity (i.e., ct ) of each device, the
corresponding maximum power (i.e., pt ) is shown in column
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TABLE III
AVERAGE P OWER C ONSUMED BY THE N ETBOOK C OMPUTER FOR U SING
G OOGLE AND M ICROSOFT ’ S P RESENTATION A PPLICATIONS

TABLE IV
AVERAGE P OWER C ONSUMED BY THE N ETBOOK C OMPUTER FOR U SING
G OOGLE AND M ICROSOFT ’ S S PREADSHEET A PPLICATIONS

5% over a 24-hour cycle, the energy per bit of this base station,
on average, can be approximated as 76.2 µJ/bit in the downlink
and 19.0 µJ/bit in the uplink.
6) Power Consumption Per User Pd of Data Centre Server:
Obtaining precise information about Google and Microsoft
servers is difficult because this information is not publicly available. We instead resort to the following approach to quantify
the server power consumption per user. We note that Google’s
Word processing, Presentation and Spreadsheet applications are
a part of the wider Google Apps service suite [16]. The power
consumption of a server per user sharing the compute resources,
as reported by Google, for the Google Apps services is about
0.25 W [28]. We therefore use this figure of 0.25 W in our calculations. Further, we assume that the per user power consumption
of a server in Microsoft’s data centre is also 0.25 W. This is a
reasonable assumption because a typical server from Google
or Microsoft that supports the types of applications considered
in this study consumes about the same amount of power, i.e.,
≈200 W [16], [29].
V. P OWER C ONSUMPTION P ER U SER PI
We have used the values from the previous section in (1) to
estimate the power consumption per user, PI , incurred in using
the cloud applications. The access network power consumption
for 4G is calculated as the sum of the power consumption of the
4G base station in the uplink and downlink directions.
A. PI for Word Processing Applications

four, and the idle power (i.e., p0 ), which is typically 90% of the
maximum power [23], is denoted in column five. The energy
per bit (i.e., slope m) is shown in units of nJ/bit in column six. In
the network depicted in Fig. 1, we assume, using the traceroute
utility, that there are Nc = 5 core routers and Ne = 2 edge routers
on average along the path between the user and the cloud data
centre server.
5) Energy Per Bit of Access Network: The energy per bit in
the case of Ethernet access is approximately 3 nJ/bit; obtained
from the data sheet of a Cisco 2960 series switch [24]. The
energy per bit for WiFi access is taken to be 128 nJ/bit;
obtained from a performance benchmarking study of the Cisco
1250 enterprise WiFi access point [25]. Estimating the energy
per bit for a base station is non-trivial since it depends on a
variety of different factors such as the number of concurrent
users it can support, the deployment area, number of sectors,
spectrum allocation, interference, among others. Our energy per
bit figures are estimated from [26] by observing that a state-ofthe-art 2012-technology 3-sector 2 × 2 MIMO remote radio
head 4G/LTE base station deployed in an urban environment
consumes 528 W under full load, and 333 W when idle. The
aggregate achievable throughput of this base station is 72 Mbps
with 20 MHz spectrum [27]. Further, [26] also reports that base
stations consume different amounts of power in each direction
(unlike the equipment listed in Table V); roughly 87% of the
energy is consumed in the downlink direction and the remaining
13% in the uplink direction. Considering a typical utilisation of

Table VI summarises our results for the case when the bitrate B of the online interactive Word processing application
from Google and Microsoft is 55 Kbps and 11 Kbps respectively. The bit-rate B of the Word processing application in
Google when editing offline and saving in the cloud is 1.3 Kbps.
The key points for Word processing from Table VI are:
1) The average power consumption obtained from measurements for composing and saving the document locally on
the netbook using Microsoft Word is 11.3 W.
2) When using the cloud, the power consumption of the
transport network is small compared to the contributions
made by the other parts of the network. This is because
the energy per bit of routers and switches is small (in the
order of nJ per bit, see Table V), and so is the bit-rate of
the applications (a few tens of Kbps, see Table I).
3) The power consumption of the access network is dominated by 4G (i.e., the 4G base stations), which is three to
six orders of magnitude more than a WiFi modem or an
Ethernet switch.
4) The power consumption of the netbook computer is a
significant fraction of the overall power consumption
incurred in using the cloud applications.
5) We estimate the average power consumption per user—
i.e., sum of the power consumption of the data centre
server, access and transport network, as well as the
netbook computer—to use Google Drive and Microsoft
Skydrive to vary between 13.9 W and 18.3 W for the
former, and between 14.7 W and 17.4 W for the latter
(depending upon the access technology used). The power
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TABLE V
E NERGY PER B IT OF E QUIPMENT IN THE M ETRO , E DGE , C ORE AND DATA C ENTRE N ETWORKS OF F IG . 1

TABLE VI
P OWER C ONSUMPTION PER U SER PI FOR U SING THE W ORD P ROCESSING A PPLICATION L OCALLY AND IN THE C LOUD

consumption is between 13.4 W to 15.4 W for offline file
editing and saving in the Google Drive cloud.
6) Most importantly, online editing and saving the document
in the cloud consumes more power than offline editing
and saving it to the cloud. Both cloud scenarios (online
and offline editing) consume more power than processing
and storing the document locally.

the netbook computer’s power consumption is a large
fraction of the overall power consumption of the service.
3) The power consumption for using the Presentation application on the cloud varies between 14.3 W and 17.8 W
(for Google) and 13.1 W and 17.5 W (for Microsoft). The
power consumption varies between 13.6 W and 15.6 W
for offline file editing and saving on Google Drive.

B. PI for Presentation Applications

C. PI for Spreadsheet Applications

Table VII shows data for the Presentation application when
the bit-rate B for online interaction with Google and Microsoft
is 38 Kbps and 27 Kbps. The important points for Presentation
applications to emerge from Table VII are:
1) The average power consumption for composing 5-slides
locally on the netbook computer using Microsoft PowerPoint is 11.0 W.
2) As in the previous example, moving to the cloud consumes very small power in the transport network, 4G
dominates the access network power consumption, and

Table VIII summarises the results for the online interactive Spreadsheet application when the bit-rate B is 27 Kbps
for Google and 130 Kbps for Microsoft. The bit-rate for the
Spreadsheet application in Google Drive when editing offline
and saving in the cloud is 0.5 Kbps.
Composing the spreadsheet locally on the netbook computer
using Microsoft Excel incurs 11.3 W, while composing the
spreadsheet in the cloud could incur an additional 11 W if using
Microsoft via a 4G wireless access network. Other observations
are similar to ones described above.
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TABLE VII
P OWER C ONSUMPTION PER U SER PI FOR U SING THE P RESENTATION A PPLICATION L OCALLY AND IN THE C LOUD

TABLE VIII
P OWER C ONSUMPTION PER U SER PI FOR U SING THE S PREADSHEET A PPLICATION L OCALLY AND IN THE C LOUD

D. Key Points
These series of measurements using Google Drive and Microsoft Skydrive’s Word processing, Presentation and Spreadsheet applications demonstrate that using the cloud could
consume more power than local processing, implying that it is
not always energy-efficient to adopt the cloud for performing
tasks. When making this comparison it is important to note that
interactive cloud applications provide many benefits unrelated
to energy efficiency. A prime example being collaborative
document drafting and editing by geographically spread team

members. Further, the end-user device and the access network,
specifically high-speed wireless, can play a major role in determining the overall power consumption involved in using
interactive cloud-based applications.
E. Power Consumption When a User Is Already Online
When a user is already online (i.e., connected to the Internet)
undertaking other tasks, the network interfaces on the enduser device will already be energised irrespective of use of the
interactive cloud-based applications. Therefore, one may adopt
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TABLE IX
P OWER C ONSUMPTION PER U SER FOR ACCESSING THE W ORD , P RESENTATION AND S PREADSHEET
A PPLICATIONS IN THE C LOUD A SSUMING THE U SER I S A LREADY O NLINE

the viewpoint that when calculating the power consumption for
using the cloud applications we should ignore the idle power
of the netbook computer as well as the power consumed for
enabling the network interfaces. The idle power of the netbook
computer is 10.8 W and the power consumed for enabling
the Ethernet, WiFi and 4G interfaces are 0.3 W, 0.8 W, and
3.7 W respectively. Subtracting these values from the results
given in Tables VI, VII, and VIII provides an estimate for
the average power consumption involved in using the cloud
applications when a user is already online. These values are
shown in Table IX.
To make the comparison fair, the power consumed for
processing the tasks locally should be the results given in
Tables VI, VII, and VIII for local processing less 10.8 W,
the idle power consumption of the netbook computer. Thus,
to compose a document, presentation and spreadsheet locally
on the netbook would require 0.5 W, 0.2 W, and 0.2 W. We
note from Table IX that the power consumption for cloud-based
processing using any of the three access network technology is
still an order of magnitude larger than the power consumed for
local processing.

F. Power Consumption Using a Tablet as an End-User Device
In addition to using a netbook computer, we carried out
measurements using a Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 Lite, 7 inch
tablet [17]. We were unable to replicate the scenarios described
earlier in the tablet because the tablet-specific offerings of
Google Drive and Microsoft Skydrive applications are still
under development. For e.g., at the moment, Google does not
support inserting pictures or tables in a browser launched from
the tablet, and Microsoft does not have the edit online, save in
the cloud feature. We therefore composed a text-only document
(same number of words as before) in the Word processing
application of Google.

The idle power consumption of the tablet with all network
interfaces disabled was 2.3 W. Enabling WiFi and the highspeed wireless interface (3G) increased the power consumption
to 2.4 W and 2.5 W; these values denote the baseline power
consumption of the tablet. This tablet does not have an Ethernet
interface. For the edit online, save in the cloud scenario, the
increase in the power consumption of the tablet, relative to
the baseline, was 1.7 W (with WiFi) and 2.2 W (with 3G). For
the edit offline, save in the cloud scenario (performed using the
Google Drive app), the increase over the baseline was 1.4 W
(with WiFi) and 1.9 W (with 3G). These values give us the
Pu in (1). Invoking (1) and noting that the bit-rate B of the
application for each of the two scenarios is 28 Kbps and
5 Kbps on average, gives an estimate of the power consumption
incurred in using the cloud with the tablet. Assuming the user
is already connected to the Internet, the power consumed for
editing the document online is 2.0 W with WiFi and 3.3 W with
3G. The power consumption for editing the document offline
and then saving it in the cloud is 1.7 W with WiFi and 3.0 W
with 3G. The power consumed to compose the document
locally in the tablet (using the Polaris Office App) is 1.0 W.
These results show that even when the end-user device is a
tablet (an example of a portable mobile device), processing a
task in the cloud could be less energy-efficient than processing
the same task locally.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
The results of the modelling have shown that for our set
of interactive cloud-based applications, the network transport
power is only a small fraction (< 1%) of our estimates of overall
power consumption. This finding is consistent with [30] and our
conclusion in [11] for low-rate traffic flows between the user
and the cloud. As a result, we do not expect our estimates to
change significantly if the network topology and/or equipment
change. The model also shows that copying and pasting data
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from the local editor into the browser does not give rise to
the large traffic overheads; the overheads arise from real-time
interaction with the cloud. Therefore, if one wishes to improve
service energy efficiency they would edit locally and only store
to the cloud once all the editing is completed. Alternatively
there is scope for reducing the traffic overhead multiplier using
intelligent client-side caching techniques, and optimising the
frequency with which synchronisation of content occurs.
The results in this paper rely on measurements of a netbook computer and a tablet that is representative of low-end
user devices for cloud access. Repeating the measurements on
other devices could alter the estimates. Similarly, the results
show that accessing cloud services via WiFi or Ethernet will
generally be less energy consuming than high-speed wireless
(3G/4G), however the difference is such that the specific details
of the access scenario may change this outcome.
Overall, this work shows that online interactive applications
generate high amount of traffic and consume more energy than
the same task on a non-interactive environment. Therefore,
when online real-time collaboration is not required, it is more
energy-efficient to do tasks locally and then save the final
version to the cloud.
In conclusion, we have comprehensively examined interactive cloud-based applications and developed a model to estimate the average power consumption per user involved in using
these applications. We have shown that the volume of traffic
exchanged between the user and the cloud can be considerably
larger than that entered by the user, thereby impacting the power
consumption of the service. Replacing a 70 W desktop PC (or
a 30 W laptop) with a low-power consuming device and adopting the cloud would indeed be energy-efficient. However, our
measurements demonstrate that simply migrating to the cloud
for processing tasks is not the always energy-wise choice, and
it is therefore important to identify the right balance between
performing tasks locally and in the cloud for improving energy
efficiency.
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